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1. With respect to space, linked lists are good and arrays are bad.
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2. With respect to time, linked lists are bad and arrays are good.



3. We want to pack lots of processes into the ready/running states.
Does this mean that we should lavishly give every process as
much memory as it is predicted to need?



3. We want to pack lots of processes into the ready/running states.
Does this mean that we should lavishly give every process as
much memory as it is predicted to need?

No



4. So, how can the OS make a process believe it has enough memory
to run?



4. So, how can the OS make a process believe it has enough memory
to run?

Some sort of address translation from virtual addresses to
physical addresses



5. Address translation allows the OS to put code, heap, stack in
segments. If the segments are of varying size can we easily use
a table to find the translation from virtual address to physical
address?



5. Address translation allows the OS to put code, heap, stack in
segments. If the segments are of varying size can we easily use
a table to find the translation from virtual address to physical
address?

No



6. If segments (pages) are of fixed size, can we easily use a table to
find the translation from virtual address to physical address?



6. If segments (pages) are of fixed size, can we easily use a table to
find the translation from virtual address to physical address?

Yes!! The upper bits of the address are the index into the table,
the upper bits of the table record replace the upper bits of the
virtual address to get the exact physical address.



7. Gee, doesn’t that leave the lower bits of the table record unused?



7. Gee, doesn’t that leave the lower bits of the table record unused?

No!! The lower bits are used for status and control: dirty bit,
user/sudo bit, present bit, etc.



8. But wait!! For a 32 bit OS the size of a table record (PTE) is 4
bytes and 232/212 = 1M records are in a table, assuming segment
(page) size is 4096 = 4K = 212 bytes. That means 1 page table
uses 4MB and page tables for 100 processes use 400MB. Isn’t this
a little crazy?



8. But wait!! For a 32 bit OS the size of a table record (PTE) is 4
bytes and 232/212 = 1M records are in a table, assuming segment
(page) size is 4096 = 4K = 212 bytes. That means 1 page table
uses 4MB and page tables for 100 processes use 400MB. Isn’t this
a little crazy?

You betcha!!



9. So, what can be done about this and why is it workable?



9. So, what can be done about this and why is it workable?

Page the page table - only keep those pages of the page table in
memory that contain at least one record that points to memory
that is actually used. This is workable because, by the principle
of locality, the number of page table entries needed over a “long”
time is rather low. But some mechanism needs to be put in place
to determine the base addresses of the page table pages.



10. That brings us to multi-level page tables. How do they work?



10. That brings us to multi-level page tables. How do they work?

There is a page directory pointed to by the CR3 register The
top 10 bits (32 bit OS only) of a virtual address index into the
directory. The record that is accessed in the directory contains
a reference to a page of virtual memory that, hopefully, contains
a bona fide page table page. The next 10 bits in the virtual
address is an index into that page (note: a page is 4K, there are
4 bytes (32 bit OS) per record, hence 1K records which require
10 bits to access all records). The record at that index references
the physical frame containing the desired physical address. The
lowest 12 bits of the virtual address are the offset into that frame.
The offset plus the frame number provide the desired physical
address.



11. Hold the phone!! With a multi-level page table, we have to make
several de-references serially to find the physical location. Is
there a nice way to speed this up?



11. Hold the phone!! With a multi-level page table, we have to make
several de-references serially to find the physical location. Is
there a nice way to speed this up?

Yes!! Translation Lookaside Buffer - 4-way associative cache. 5
nsec access vs. 60 nsec if using DRAM.



12. OK, what about allocating those physical frames? How does the
buddy allocator do it?



12. OK, what about allocating those physical frames? How does the
buddy allocator do it?

Split: starting from 4MB sections, keep splitting (in two) free
subsections, letting one half remain free, until the request for
space can be satisfied with minimal internal fragmentation.
Coalesce: if two ’buddies’ are free, coalesce.



13. Gee, that seems fast but the internal fragmentation can be a tad
big, don’t you think?



13. Gee, that seems fast but the internal fragmentation can be a tad
big, don’t you think?

Yes



14. So, what are you going to do about it?



14. So, what are you going to do about it?

Fill up slabs with like objects and keep them ’warm’ - this way
you kill two birds with one stone.



15. How many page table entries are required, per process, maximum
for 32 bit virtual addresses?



15. How many page table entries are required, per process, maximum
for 32 bit virtual addresses?

232/212 = 220 (this is the number of possible pages)



16. How much total memory is required per table, maximum (assume
single level page tables and 32 bit virtual addresses)?



16. How much total memory is required per table, maximum (assume
single level page tables and 32 bit virtual addresses)?

224 bytes (the number of bytes per page table entry is 4)



17. How much total memory is required for page tables if 100 pro-
cesses are running (assume single level page tables, 32 bit ad-
dresses)?



17. How much total memory is required for page tables if 100 pro-
cesses are running (assume single level page tables, 32 bit ad-
dresses)?

100 ∗ 224 ≈ 400MB



18. Now use a 2-level page table where the upper 10 bits of a vir-
tual address index the first table and the next 10 bits index the
second table. Suppose page table memory is allocated in pages.
Suppose 100 processes are running and each has a working set of
12 pages and suppose addresses of pages in a working set have
the same upper 10 bits. How many pages would have to be used
for the page tables?



18. Now use a 2-level page table where the upper 10 bits of a vir-
tual address index the first table and the next 10 bits index the
second table. Suppose page table memory is allocated in pages.
Suppose 100 processes are running and each has a working set of
12 pages and suppose addresses of pages in a working set have
the same upper 10 bits. How many pages would have to be used
for the page tables?

Since the upper 10 bits on all virtual addresses is the same, there
is only one valid directory table (first table) entry per process
and this points to a single page table section that is indexed from
the middle 10 bits of the virtual address. Hence, 2 pages per
process are needed for a total of 200 pages = 200 ∗ 212 bytes =
800KB.



19. At most how many pages would have to be used for an inverted
page table (32 bit physical addresses, 16 bytes per record)?



19. At most how many pages would have to be used for an inverted
page table (32 bit physical addresses, 16 bytes per record)?

220/(212/24) = 212 (220 entries divided by entries per page)



20. Suppose a quarter of that number of pages is used for the inverted
page table, collisions are accomodated by linked lists (bucket
hash), accessing a linked list element takes 60 nsec, and com-
puting a hash takes 10 nsec. Suppose only pages in working sets
produce hits in the inverted page table. For 100 processes, each
with 12 page working sets, how much time on the average does
it take to translate a virtual address to a physical address?



20. Suppose a quarter of that number of pages is used for the inverted
page table, collisions are accomodated by linked lists (bucket
hash), accessing a linked list element takes 60 nsec, and com-
puting a hash takes 10 nsec. Suppose only pages in working sets
produce hits in the inverted page table. For 100 processes, each
with 12 page working sets, how much time on the average does
it take to translate a virtual address to a physical address?

number of pages in the inverted table = 210/24 = 26

number of page table entries in the table = 26 ∗ 210 = 216

number of frames in use = 100 ∗ 12 = 1200
probability page number is unique in table = (1− 216)99∗12 ≈ .995
probability page number collides with one other = 99 ∗ 12 ∗ 216 ∗
(1− 216)99∗121 ≈ .004
probability page number collides with two others < .001
probability page number collides with three others < .00001
average time < 10+ (60/2) ∗ .004+ 60 ∗ .001+ (3 ∗ 60/2) ∗ .00001... < 10.18
nsec


